UNDER PRESSURE: INTERGENERATIONAL PUBLIC TRANSFERS IN AGEING SOCIETIES

Understanding the interaction between public and private intergenerational transfers is essential for explaining and forecasting public transfers in the light of demographic change. It requires considerable private resources to bring up and educate children until they enter employment and contribute to the public transfer system. These investments in the young generations are too low in all EU-countries to sustain the current levels of public old-age benefits in the future. The key message of our research is that sustainable public transfer systems need to adjust to demographic changes and provide incentives for private investments in children.
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Introduction

Public Transfers in Ageing Populations
The two periods of economic dependency in childhood and old age are a key characteristic of the human life course. Children and the retired elderly cover a large part of their consumption through intergenerational transfers from the working-age population. Parents provide for the basic needs of their children, while taxes and social contributions finance their formal education as well as public pensions and health services for the elderly. Population ageing puts a strain on the funding of public transfers. Increasing longevity coupled with a fixed retirement age prolongs the period of economic dependency in old age. At the same time, the decline in fertility results in a decreasing share of contributors relative to beneficiaries.

The Intergenerational Contract
The reciprocal transfer flows between the parental and the child generation can be described as an intergenerational contract: the parental generation provides resources for children until they enter the labour force; the child generation in turn pays a share of its income to the parental generation in form of pensions, health care and long-term care. A key element of this intergenerational contract are sufficient human capital investments into the child generation to maintain the balance between benefits expected by the elderly and the contributions of the child generation.
Low Human Capital Investments across Europe

The Human Capital Investment Gap Indicator (HKIG) measures the difference between the value of public net benefits that a certain generation expects in old age and the expected net contributions of its children's generation. Hammer et al. (2016b) calculate the HKIG for the cohort born in 1950. The results show that there is not one among the 25 EU Member States in the analysis where the 1950 cohort has invested enough into the younger generations in terms of having children, educating them and integrating them into the labour force. Consequently, the contributions of their children’s generation are too low to enable the members of the 1950 cohort to receive public old-age benefits at levels observed (for older cohorts) in 2010.

EVIDENCE AND ANALYSIS

Intergenerational Transfers in Europe

The European National Transfer Accounts database contains age-specific economic data for the EU Member States, including data on income, transfers, consumption and saving (Istenič et al., 2016). The database also contains age-specific data on unpaid household production, the corresponding transfers and consumption for 14 countries (Vargha et al., 2016). Figure 1 shows the type and total amount of net transfers between age groups for these 14 countries in 2010.1 The different segments on the circle, which ranges from age 0 to the age group 80+, represent the life stages. The age groups below 26 received transfers from the working-age population in the form of public transfers (blue arrow); private transfers of money as well as goods and services bought on the market (orange arrow); and transfers in form of services produced in the household through unpaid work (yellow arrow).2 The total value of transfers from the working-age population to children amounted to 23 per cent of GDP in 2010. The age groups older than 62 were net receivers of public transfers that amounted to 9 per cent of GDP.

A large working-age population enables high transfers to the elderly without overburdening the individual contributor. In sustainable transfer systems, it should remain to be possible for the working-age population to fund public old-age benefits without excessive increase in individual contributions.

The Human Capital Investment Gap (HKIG)

The calculation of the HKIG for the cohort born in 1950 is based on simulations of public benefits in old age and the children’s contributions over their working life. For the old-age benefits, it is assumed that the per-capita age-specific benefits relative to the income of a full-time worker remain at the level we observe in the NTA cross-section data for 2010. Survival probabilities were taken from the EUROPOP population projections. The size of the child generation was calculated using data on completed cohort fertility of the 1950 generation. For the public contributions of an individual member of the child generation, we assume that age- and employment-specific contributions relative to the income of a full-time worker remain at the level observed in 2010. The data on age- and employment-specific contributions are then combined with employment projections (Hammer et al., 2016a) to

---

1 Averages over all 14 countries weighted with population size.
2 Unpaid work is valued with the average hourly net labour income of employed persons.
obtain estimates for the public contributions at each age. To calculate total benefits in old age and total contributions over working life, we simply add up the values at each age.

A positive HKIG is a sign that the public net benefits expected in old age are higher than the expected contributions of the child generation, given the 2010 tax rates and the 2010 share of taxes transferred to elderly persons. If the pattern is not different in previous or following cohorts, then the system is not sustainable and requires adjustments, either by increasing the contributions of the child generation or by decreasing the benefits of the parental generation.

Results
In none of the analysed countries are the contributions of the child generation sufficient to finance the old-age benefits of the 1950 cohort, given the age- and employment-specific transfer pattern observed in 2010. In about half of the European countries the public net transfers to the elderly generation would have to increase by more than 50 per cent if public old-age benefits were to remain at the 2010 level (Figure 2). The HKIG identifies those countries as least sustainable that financed a large part of public expenditure through issuing new public debt in 2010, in particular Slovakia and Ireland. The HKIG is relatively small in Bulgaria, Italy and Sweden which has very diverging explanations: the small role of public old-age benefits in Bulgaria, the high share of public transfers directed to elderly persons in Italy already in 2010 and the high participation rates and comparatively high fertility in Sweden.

Conclusions
Many European countries experienced a baby boom at some time between the end of the second world war and 1980. The high fertility together with increasing employment rates of women and high productivity growth rates enabled an unprecedented expansion of the public transfer systems. The levels of public old-age benefits observed in 2010 are appropriate for the parents of the baby-boomers, but hardly sustainable for generations with low fertility and increasing life expectancy.
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The level of the tax burden, the rules governing access to public benefits as well as their level have a strong influence on the economic decisions of individuals. Unpredicted changes in the public transfer system can result in large costs, a reduction of wellbeing and considerable economic hardship. A sustainable and predictable public transfer system contributes to the well-being of the population and enables individuals to make judicious economic decisions. The current organisation of the public transfer system, in particular the pension system, ignores the importance of investing into the young generations as a main determinant of sustainability. Population ageing therefore puts a strain on the public transfer system in most European countries, requiring considerable changes. We identified two necessary characteristics that a sustainable, predictable and reliable public transfer system should have:

1. **Accounting for demography: a sustainable public pension and health system has to take into account demographic developments, including life expectancy and fertility rates.**
   Life expectancy affects the expected public benefits in old age while fertility is an important determinant of total public contributions of the child generation. For keeping a balance between public transfer contributions and benefits these two factors have to play a key role in the organisation of public transfers, in particular the rules determining pension benefits.

2. **Reconciling individual incentives and the functioning of a transfer system: accounting for private transfers to children in the calculation of public pensions.**
   For a generation as a whole the investments into the child generation, which are mostly private, determine the size of old-age pension benefits. These investments into children are associated with considerable costs for the parents, in form of reduced consumption, reduced leisure and lower labour income. However, individual pension benefits are based on one’s contributions to the public system. As a consequence, households that invest into children are likely to end up with lower public benefits. The incentives that are set by the pension rules undermine the system’s own sustainability. We suggest to better account for private transfers to children in the calculation of public pension benefits, for example by relating benefits to the number and education of a person’s children.
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